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What was the “inspiration” for the design of this effigy?
The 21st Century Unlimited was inspired by the Jefferson 4-2-0 steam engine that once connected Toronto, 
Detroit, Hammond, Chicago and Sioux City, moving lumber, furs, produce, and livestock throughout the 
region.  While the locomotive is a symbol of progress and industry, because the industrial power of the Great 
Lakes Region is tied to its abundant natural resources, the effigy’s smokestack is depicted as a tree growing 
out of the train.  By symbolically connecting progress and industry with nature, we represent the core 
strength of the Great Lakes Region.

What impact does the effigy have on the local community?
The Great Lakes CORE project is a collaboration of artists separated by significant distances.  While other 
CORE regions are defined by a city or other central geographical space, in an inversion of the usual 
definition of a community, the Great Lakes Region is defined by one of the hemisphere’s largest uninhabited 
spaces - the Great Lakes.   By leveraging the talents, capabilities, and resources of contributors from 
Michigan, Indiana, Illinois, Wisconsin, and Minnesota, this project has gone a long way toward establishing 
a true Great Lakes burner identity.

What interesting story happened during the design and execution of this project?
Several of our irrepressible teammates attracted the notice of some local children when they pedaled a 
giant hamster wheel through a grassy field.  Kids ran alongside, yelling, “What is it?”  “Are you building a 
playground?” “Can I try it?”  Each child took a turn in the wheel, causing one child to exclaim, “You guys 
are the best builders in the world!”   That expression of wonder and joy crystalized for the team why we were 
building the effigy, and made us suddenly, humbly, aware that the opportunity to build something that 
inspires joy and wonder is a profound gift to _us_.

What does the effigy hope to convey to the greater community?
GL CORE wanted to build something that was cool to look at and fun climb on, but we also recognized that 
the regional effigies are gathering places that offer a home-base for people from all over.  So, in the hope 
that wanderers will enjoy the easygoing, come-as-you-are hospitality of our community, under the cab and 
between the spinning hamster wheels, we built a chill space where folks can enjoy a bottle of wine, grab 
some shade, or wait out a dust storm.  Cheers!

What materials were used in the construction of this effigy?
The effigy is constructed largely of repurposed materials from many sources, including dimensional lumber 
(2x4, 2x8, 2x10, 6x6) and plywood salvaged from cribbing and pallet construction, as well as a fair amount 
of screws, nails, bolts, and glue.

CORE Art Walk Activities
Join the Great Lakes crew for a tour of the Train, take a spin on the Human Hamster Wheel, and decorate a 
leaf for the Cuckoo’s Nest.

A project on this scale involves more than the creativity of a single idea or a single builder—it required 
communication, organization, and collaborative skills, as well as a sense of humor and an enduring 
commitment to the project that transcends personalities.   The experience was complicated and rewarding, 
and an opportunity for community-building that none of us anticipated when we were spit-balling design 
ideas last winter.  Go, GL CORE!
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